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CLOSE THE RIFT
boom! !

As soon as Ye Mei Zhan Emperor left, there was a roar of distance in
the sky, followed by a somewhat miserable roar, Lu Yuan raised his
head and glanced at the direction of the sky.

Dark green blood was spraying continuously, and flesh and blood fell
from the air, as did the huge mutilated corpse.

It is the corpse of a holy alienated fierce beast.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly, and the shadow clone in the
distance released a powerful aura.

…………

sky.

St. Gladys of the Night Charm looked at the corpse slowly falling to
the ground, still surging with flames, with a smile on Qiao's face,
looking to the side, the two-headed demon fighting Saint Dunbar and
the star dwarf fighting Saint Silas The two also flew over.

Dunbar's body was filled with terrifying strands of black and gold
flashing electricity, and his breath was extremely powerful.

He squeezed his fist and grinned:

"I haven't enjoyed it yet."

Silas smiled slightly, opened his mouth, and was about to say
something. At this moment, their expressions changed and they
looked in the direction of the black forest.
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In that direction, wisps of incomparably powerful aura emerged, all of
which were powerful auras at the level of saints.

Soon, their eyes widened, with a look of consternation and disbelief in
their eyes.

Because in the distant air, the space gap has shrunk to just a tiny
crack, and it will disappear after a short while.

The three of them were silent, and Gladys frowned, a little confused,
and couldn't help but speak:

"What's going on there?! There are so many powerful saint auras,
and...what's going on with the source of mutation? It's about to heal?"

Silas squinted his eyes, and said with some uncertainty:

"Is there any strong person helping us?"

Dunbar glanced at each other's heads, then grinned at the same time,
and one of his heads said:

"Let's take a look!"

With that, he flew in that direction.

Seeing this, Silas, the starlight circling around him, also greeted the
past.

Gladys glanced at the people who were fighting underneath, and
frowned slightly, then hesitated for a moment.

However, after seeing the land edge that continuously creates space
vortexes, Gladys thought for a while, with this human being, it should
be possible to hold it temporarily.

She gritted her teeth and turned into a dark red flame, disappearing
in place.

…………



In the dark night forest, in a dark sanctuary, a ray of dark green light
suddenly surging out, and then a roar sounded, the dark sanctuary
was torn apart, green flames spurted out, and the remaining
darkness was all Annihilated.

The huge, 100-meter-high Bellok was full of green flames surging all
over his body, and he looked around with a low growl, two pairs of
eyes with strong murderous aura.

Beside him, Mu Jing, with gray and curly hair, had a cold face,
complex green lines on his skin, and green flames in his eyes.

He glanced at the darkness around him and squinted his eyes.

"Who is it? Have the ability to come out!"

Bellok swept his eyes around, did not see the enemy, and roared
angrily.

At this moment, whether it was Belloc or Mu Jing, their expressions
changed, and they looked up in the direction of the space rift.

Then they saw the last space fissure slowly closing, and the sky
returned to calm again. Only the green flames burning on the ground
dyed the dark night forest green.

The two of them stared in disbelief.

"How is it possible?! The entrance was blocked?"

Belloc roared angrily.

Mu Jing's original indifferent expression has also completely changed,
and he growled:

"Where's Bridge?! Isn't he guarding the rift?? What's the matter? Go
back!"



The two were about to fly in the direction of the space rift, suddenly
felt a powerful aura surging behind them, and three streamers
quickly approached and appeared not far behind them.

It was a black and gold lightning, a ray of bright starlight and a dark
red flame.

Lightning, starlight, and flames quickly turned into human forms,
transforming back into Dunbar, Silas, and Gladys.

Dunbar's two heads looked at Belloc and Mu Jing respectively, his
complexion changed slightly, and he was a little surprised at the
same time.

"Belloc?"

"Mu Jing?"

Not only Dunbar, but Silas and Gladys also changed their faces,
looking at the two men in green robes with vigilance.

Silas frowned, his eyes swept over the two men in green robes, and
slowly said:

"People of the Scourge? Why are you here??"

After Belloc and Mu Jing were discovered, their faces sank.

After being silent for a while, Mu Jing's indifferent expression did not
change, he swept over the three of them, and said lightly:

"What does this have to do with you?"

Gladys's face was cold, and she spoke lightly:

"That source of alienation is your ghost? Want to deal with our Dark
Night City?"

As Gladys said, his murderous aura became stronger.



Dark Night City is Ye Mei’s painstaking effort in the upper strata of
Origin Land, and he was even stared at him, wanting to destroy it.
Who can bear it?

The atmosphere fell silent for a while, and both sides looked at each
other vigilantly.

At this moment, a powerful breath also emerged not far away,
diverting everyone's attention.

That was the area of   the previous space rift. At this moment,
there was a group of green flames burning.

Seeing this scene, the expressions of the three of Gladys looked ugly
again.

This breath is obviously a member of the Scourge Order.

After feeling Bridge's breath, Bellok and Mu Jing made a decisive
decision, turned into streamers, and flew in the direction of Bridge.

The three of Gladys's spirits surged, and they immediately attacked
them.

Dunbar roared, "Don't even want to go!"

His huge palm opened, and a black and gold lightning arm appeared
in the air. It was a huge arm with a length of a thousand meters, the
palm of which was even 100 meters in size, and patted Bellok.

Silas condensed clusters of star phantoms and shot towards Mu Jing.
There was a terrifying aura in the star phantoms, as if nothing would
be crushed by the stars inside.

And Gladys's dark red flames flowed around, and behind her
appeared a dark red huge firebird. The firebird neighed and fluttered
its wings and flew towards Mu Jing.



Two powerful attacks attacked Mu Jing at the same time, and Mu
Jing's expression changed drastically.

A look of hideousness appeared on his face, and he let out a low growl,
and the evil green flames surged all over his body. The next moment,
a sharp unicorn suddenly grew on his forehead, and a touch of skin
appeared on his skin. Finely shattered scales.

Mu Jing, who was originally a human, seemed to have transformed
into another race at this moment, but his aura became very powerful.

Behind him appeared a group of illusory huge wings condensed by
green flames, one by one, green fireballs emerged, turned into a rain
of fire and shot towards the dark red firebird and star phantom.

The roar continued to sound, and the green flames and dark red
flames as well as the light of stars raged away.

Soon, the firebird and star phantom crushed the rain of fire, flames
and phantom surging, and continued to attack in the direction of Mu
Jing.

Mu Jing's expression changed, and then he quickly avoided, barely
avoiding the attack.

At the same time, the green lines on Bellok's huge body flashed with
a strange light like magma.

He roared, his body was condensed with a battle armor made of
green magma, his breath also soared, and he slammed a punch,
colliding with the huge arm condensed from black and gold lightning.

The roar sounded, and the aftermath raged.

The black and gold lightning arm dissipated, and Bellok's body also
flew out.

Bellok and Mu Jing took advantage of the present, and continued to
retreat in the direction of that Bridge's breath.



The three of Gladys also chased after him.

…………

At the same time, at the location of the space rift, Bridge was
suspended in the air, and the original mountain peak under him was
completely turned into ashes at this moment.

Bridge's gaze swept across the surroundings, and soon he set his
gaze on the position of the disappearing space rift.

His face suddenly became very ugly.

Bridge had no idea who trapped him and closed the gap in space.

He only knew that the opponent seemed to be a saint possessing
incomparable dark type combat skills and death type combat skills.

And that ** saint can actually make a clone while using death-type
combat skills!

Otherwise, he can't be weakened at all!

Let alone be frozen in place by the space afterwards.

Bridge thought of something, looked around, and then discovered
that, except for him, all the other subordinates at the War Emperor
level were dead.

Think about it, even if he is trapped, how can the emperor's level be
able to resist?

"Damn!!"

Bridge let out a low growl, and at this moment, he felt two familiar
breaths coming from a distance.

Behind these two breaths, there are three breaths that are most
chasing after.



Bridge's face changed. They were two other apostles like him, but
what did they do? How could you be hunted down?

Bridge was full of question marks, but he also understood what he
needed to do now, he quickly turned into a streamer and flew in the
direction of the two breaths.

Now even the exit is gone. If their three saint-level apostles can't
unite together, then they will definitely be killed separately under the
chase of the war saint.

They must unite!

Bridge intends to support.

Below Bridge left, the shadows were distorted, and a series of shadow
clones appeared, quietly watching the direction of Bridge's departure,
the green flame flickered, and the shadow clones suddenly
disappeared.

…………

Bellok and Mu Jing resisted the attack of the three of Gladys behind
them, while continuing to fly in the direction of Bridge.

Both of them felt very bitter in their hearts.

They don't understand at all, why would the exit disappear?

If it weren't for the exit to disappear, they could leave here
immediately.

They also didn't understand, it was obvious that Bridge was guarding
there, why anyone could close the exit.

At this moment, they saw a breath quickly approaching in the
distance, and the two looked at each other, and both saw a glimmer
of brilliance in each other's eyes.

It's Bridge.



Not only did the two find that the breath quickly approached, the
three of Gladys behind them were naturally no exception.

The three of them glanced at each other, and they all saw the solemn
color in each other's eyes.

The apostles of the two natural disaster sects are already very strong.
If they are one-to-one, they may not be able to suppress the two
natural disaster apostles, let alone kill them.

Now there is another one, and they may not even be able to keep
them!

The three people's eyes flickered, thinking about the
countermeasures, a little anxious in their hearts.

At this moment, Bridge had already appeared in their sight, meeting
with Belloc and Mu Jing.

Belllock's huge eyes stared at Bridge, and the voice yelled angrily:

"Bridge! Do you know what you are doing?! What's the matter with
that space rift?? How are you guarding?"

Bridge knew that he was wrong, and the corners of his mouth
twitched. As he was about to explain, Mu Jing said with a cold face:

"This is not the time to talk about this! Evacuate quickly! Otherwise, if
they notify the other warlords to come over, we will be in danger."

Upon hearing this, the other two also reacted.

They nodded repeatedly.

Bridget said:

"Yes, get out of here first!"

The three reached an agreement. Just when they were about to
retreat, a thick black mist suddenly appeared, bringing Bridge, Belloc,



and Mu Jing, as well as Gladys, Silas, and Dunbar behind them.
Shrouded in it.

For a time, all six people were stunned.

But Bridge, Belloc and Mu Jing will react immediately.

Suddenly their faces became ugly and ugly, after all, this is not the
first time they have seen this dark realm!

"Damn! Come again? Bastard! Come out if you have the ability!"

Bellok roared and roared, and green flames surged all over his body,
blasting out in circles, constantly shaking the darkness.

The other two were alert for the first time and looked around.

Compared with the angry Bridge trio, the Gladys trio are really a little
confused.

They were instinctively vigilant about the unknown power of darkness,
and looked around.

But when they heard Belloc's roar, the three of them were stunned,
and then glanced at each other, somewhat astonished.

After being silent for a while, Silas stared around and looked around:

"Could it be that this one blocked the three of them before?"

When the other two were about to talk, they saw that there were
hundreds of shadow clones condensed in the darkness.

These shadow clones all possess an extremely powerful aura.

If so many shadow clones just besieged one of
them~www.mtlnovel.com~ even they would have to avoid its peak
temporarily.



After the shadow avatars appeared, the three Gladys saw all the
shadow avatars stretch out their hands to the Belloc three, and
grabbed them in the void.

Originally, after seeing the shadow clone, the three of Belloc felt a
little uncomfortable. After seeing the shadow clone at the same time
stretched out their hands, they immediately reacted, recalling the
gray hands of death. .

Their expressions changed suddenly.

"Oh shit!"

Bellok roared and was enveloped by the dense hand of death.

Not only him, but also Mu Jing and Bridge.

After the hand of death dissipated, the breath of the three of them
suddenly weakened a lot.

Seeing this scene, the three of Gladys looked at each other, and then
reacted instinctively.

"kill!"

At the same time, the three of them attacked the weakened Belloc
three.
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